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I have started learning Tally ERP 9 and trying to understand the
concepts. I have started learning on 1-Mar-15 and had many problems

with the module registration and the bank transactions. I have
successfully started learning after reformatting the system with the

help of my friend. Now facing many issues based on the industry type.
i.e. Finance, Retail etc. Hello Sir, I have a challenge in tally erp 9. The
issue is about for GST compliant products, I cannot get complete sales
invoice from GST portal due to some issue with related record. I have
to manually enter those invoice record details in the invoice table. I

used to enter those product receipt from our supplier and the entered
details from receipts are not available on GST portal. These receipts
are only for our exporter and not available on GST portal. Now I want
to add product receipt in GST portal so that I can report those on GST

portal. Can you please let me know the solution of the same. Sir, I want
to ask that my Company balance sheet has some changes. The same
is presented in the following way. (Broken down) 1. Balance Sheet 2.

Revenues 3. Profit 4. Net Assets 5. Changes in Net Assets (CA) 6.
Changes in Revenues 7. Changes in Costs and Overheads. Can I

request a query about same. I am told it is as per the GAAP. But our
Book Keeping is not as per the GAAP. I have created the cash voucher
using tally software and trying to enter vendor details in the voucher.

But the vendor name's are filled with dots and if i enter the vendor
name manually it shows duplicate name. can anyone please tell me

why this is happening?
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Hi Rishit Sir Its really nice for me to get a tutor for tally from someone who is an
expert in it. I too want learn it from these videos. The only problem is that the
video are not GST ready. Yes the new version 6.0.0 is released now, but the

video in old version are not GST ready. Can I start with the video from 4 years
ago or should I wait for the latest vidoes. Please reply asap. Thanks in Advance

hi, iam rishi, im from tamil nadu. iam working in delhi, so i dont have any
options to join the site. i want to make my career in accounting. i want to know
the various modules in tally in brief. so plz help me. plz guide me. Hi, Thanks

for the kind words. I hope that you do not discontinue computer and rejoin it to
learn tally. Instead, you can enroll in Batch-2 of our online CNC course, which

has been taught by our expert instructors. In the course, you will learn
advanced concepts of the software, e.g., “backup”, “auto balance sheet”, and

other things. Regards, Mukund Thank you for the reply. But I’ve attended
Batch-2 of CNC course already and i’ve completed that. So now i’m facing the
problem how to run the application to tally. Even though I install the software
but i don’t have to use the license key to run the application. Please sir, can
anyone give me a list of books to study Tally and Tally-9. I am Bachelor of

Engineering, and I want to learn ERP 9 so as to work in the industry. Please help
me out from this problem. HI, Hope you are doing well. I am S. R.

Chandrasekharan, B.Eng from Harikesan college. I want to pursue my M.Tech
course in computer science. I have never worked as an accountant but I want
to know the tally and ERP-9 software. So I want to know that what will be the

ease with which I can learn the ERP-9 software. Please, let me know. It will be a
good favor. 5ec8ef588b
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